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Dear Colleague,

You are cordially invited to participate in the
4th International Symposium on Trichoptera which will convene
at Clemson University from Monday morning» 11 July, through
Saturday noon, 16 Ouly, 1983« This will be the first of these
international caddisfly symposia to meet in North America.

As in previous symposia, both paper presentations and
display demonstrations are encouraged. The official language will
be English, but French will be acceptable. Spoken presentations will
be limited to 20 minutes, including discussion. Field trips are being planned into the
Great Smokey Mountains, the Cherokee Indian Reservation, and mountain and piedmont
watersheds nearer Clemson. Infornai workshops on general topics are being arranged as
well as ample social opportunities for making or renewing personal acquaintances.
Publication of the proceedings of the symposium is anticipated. An auxilliary program
for guests of participating scientists will include tours of restored homes and churches
of "the pioneer and pre-Civil War.periods in piedmont South Carolina, special visits to
see (and possibly purchase) traditional handcrafts and locally produced textile goods
for which our region is famous, and other interesting excursions and activities.

Registration forms for the symposium, presentations, demonstrations,
accomodations, and transportation are enclosed. These should be completed and returned
to me by Monday, 28 February 1983.

Clemson University, with about 11,000 students, is located in the small
community of Clemson (permanent population of about 6,000) in the foothills of the
beautiful Southern Appalachian Mountains adjacent to Hartwell Reservoir. The exciting
Chattooga River, part of the U.S. Wild and Scenic River System and setting for the
movie Deliverance, is less than one hour's drive by automobile from the symposium site.
In July, we experience temperatures generally between 21 and 35 C (average about 28 C)
and occasional late afternoon thunderstorms (average 2.3 cm of rain for the month).

We anticipate another enjoyable and professionally profitable symposium in the
successful tradition of the three preceding ones. I hope you will be able to join us.

Sincerely,

Macrostemum carolina (Banks)
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